Abstract. We present upperbounds on the time and space complexity of finding the global optimum of additivelyseparablef unctions,aclass of functions that has been studied extensively int he evolutionarycomputation literature. The algorithm presented uses efficient linkage discoveryin conjunction with local search. Using our algorithm, the globaloptimum of an order-k additively separable function defined on strings oflength M can be found using O( M ln( M )2 k ) function evaluations, a bound which is lower than all thosethathavepreviously been reported.
Introduction
Alarge amount ofe volutionarycomputation research deals with formally defined classes of problems intended to capture certain aspects of real-world problem difficulty. One prominent example ofsuch a class of problems isN-K landscapes [5] . Finding the globalo ptimum ofsuch functions hasbeens hown to be an NP-complete problem for K ≥ 2 [10, 13] . Anotherwidelystudied problem class is additively separable functions, defined by
where each subfunction f i ( s ) depends on at most k string positions,a nd the number of subfunctions that depend on a particularposition j is at most one. This class of problems plays a central role int he studyof competent genetic algorithms [1] , and is the focus of this paper. We willassume we are seeking the maximum of an additively separable function of order k defined on strings of length M . Optimizing such functions is primarily aproblemof linkage discovery : determining which pairs ofpositions belongto the same subfunction. Thereis much research in the evolutionarycomputation literature on linkage discovery, including work on messy codingsand operators [2] , the linkage-learninggenetic algorithm [3] , and probabilistic model-building genetic algorithms [6, 8, 9] . Once the linkagestructure of the function is known, the global optimum can be found in O(2 k M / k )evaluations by greedysearch.
Previous work has shown that additively separable problems of order k defined on strings of length M can be solved using Ο (2 k M 2 ) function evaluations [4, 7] 1 , 2 . Empirical evidence as well as facetwise decompositional models suggest that sub-quadratic ( Ο (2 k M β ) for β < 2) performance is possible. For example, the Bayesian Optimization Algorithm (BOA) is estimated to require Ο (2 k M 1.65 ) function evaluations [8] . One of the contributions of this paper is to rigorously prove that this and much better performance is in fact possible.
This paper addresses the problem of optimizing additively separable functions from a traditional algorithms perspective. We present an algorithm, prove its correctness, and prove upper bounds on the number of function evaluations it requires. For now our sole concern is finding the global optimum of order-k additively separable functions; we are not worried about whether the resulting algorithm also performs well on real optimization problems such as M AX S AT. The algorithm presented in this paper will be shown to find a global optimum of an order-k additively separable function using Ο (2 k M ln( M )) function evaluations, a value which is Ο (2 k M 1+ε ) for any ε > 0. This performance claim is confirmed experimentally. We obtain more than an order of magnitude improvement over BOA on a set of problems previously studied by Pelikan [9] .
The following subsection introduces definitions and notation that are used throughout the paper. Section 2 gives an overview of how our optimization and linkage discovery algorithms work. Section 3 p resents the linkage discovery algorithm in full detail and analyzes its time complexity. Section 4 presents our optimization algorithm in full detail, and section 5 presents experiments illustrating it in action. Section 6 discusses the implications and limitations of this work, and section 7 concludes the paper.
Due to space limitations, some of the proofs of the lemmas and theorems given in this paper have been omitted from the text. These proofs are available online at [11] , where a Java implementation of our algorithm is also available.
Definitions and Notation
In this paper we are interested in maximizing a function f defined over binary strings of some fixed length M . We adopt the following notation:
s . i ≡ the value of the i th character of string s s [ i → x ] ≡ a copy of string s with the i th character set to x
In other words, ∆ f i ( s ) represents the change in fitness that results from flipping the i th bit of s . This notation was introduced by Munemoto [7] .
Definition 2. Two positions i and j
In other words, i and j are linked if, int he contexto f somestring s , i 's affect on fitness can depend on the value of j . Note that B is symmetric but not reflexive or transitive. 
= is thus the reflexive, transitivec losure of B . We shall omit the subscripts on B and = whenthe choice of f is obvious.
Definition 4.
A linkage group of a function f is a set γ ofone or more integer positions such that if i ∈γ then j ∈γ iff. = ( i , j ). It is easy to see that each stringposition i belongs to exactlyone linkage group,so thata linkage group partition as just defined is in fact a partition of the set of positions {1, 2, ..., M }. We adopt the notation:
The following example will serve toillustrate these definitions. Let
Then f is anadditivelyseparable function oforder 3 withthe two subfunctions f 1 ( s ) = ( s .1)(s .2) +(s .2)(s .3) and f 2 ( s ) = (s .4)(s .5). The linkage relationshipsthat exist w.r.t. f are:
the linkage groups are γ 1 ={1,2,3} and γ 2 ={4,5},a nd the linkage group partition Γ is { γ 1 , γ 2 }.
Intuitively,it should be clear that there is a one-to-one relationship between subfunctions and linkage groups. Namely,if f has m linkage groups γ 1 , γ 2 , ... γ m then we can write f as a sum of subfunctions f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m where each f i depends onlyon the characters at the positions in γ i . We prove this formallyin theorem 2.
Overview of the Algorithm
This section gives a high-level overview of how our algorithm works.
The algorithm uses a randomized test that is guaranteed to succeed with probability at least 2 -k to detect linkage (interaction) between a given position i and some other position in the string. When the test succeeds it reveals two strings s and s' such that ∆ f i ( s ) ≠∆f i ( s'), andthe algorithm then uses binary search to isolate a specific position j that is linked to i . Each newly discovered link is used to update a linkage grouppartition maintained bythe algorithm. The algorithm then performs a local search centered around the best-so-far known string that requires at most 2 k steps, andonce the linkage group partitioni s fully discovered this local search is guaranteed to find a globally optimum string.The algorithmnever discovers the samelink twice, and so long as it is runlongenough todiscover the complete linkage group partition it is guaranteed to return a globally optimum string. Figure 1 presents high-level pseudocode for this algorithm.
Two previous algorithms for linkaged iscoveryu sed the same randomized test for linkage asused in this paper [4, 7] , but instead ofusingb inary search restricted each instance of the test to detect linkage between a specific pair of positions i and j , resulting in a requirement 2 
3. Use local search to make Ω optimal with respect to one-bit perturbations.
Do t times:
For i from 1 to M : Perform randomized test for linkage between i and someother position. If test succeeds then: Use binary search to find j such that B ( i , j ). Update linkage group partition Γ . Use locals earch to make Ω optimalwith respectt o newlydiscovered linkage group 
Detecting Linkage
This section formally defines the procedures used by ouro ptimization algorithmt o discoverthe linkage group partition for an arbitrary function. Figure 2 andlemmas 1-2 concern our binarysearch procedure. Figure 3 and lemmas 3-4 concern our randomized test for linkage.Figures 4-5, lemmas5-7, and theorem1 concern ouralgorithm for finding the linkage group partition of an arbitrary function.
.., j δ be the δ distinct positions for which the values of s and s' differ. 
Proof: Byinduction on the hamming distance, δ , between s and s'. Case δ =1: If s and s' differ only ino ne position there must be some j such that
. In this case the value j returned in step4 is F IND L INKED P OSITION ( s', s 2 , i ), so by the induction hypothesis wehave B ( i , j ).
Lemma 1 establishes that F IND L INKED P OSITION performs a binary search toi solate aposition j such that B ( i , j ) is true. Lemma 2 then followsfromt he fact that binary search on a set of δ positions requires atmost ª lg(2 δ ) º iterations. 190M.J. Streeter
Proof: If T EST F ORL INK returnsat line 6 the lemmais triviallysatisfied.Otherwise the procedure must return atl ine5 , and by lemma1i t must return a value j such that B
Proof: Suppose there exists a j such that B ( i , j ) and
.By definition of B , there must be some string 
Do t times:
For i from 1 to M : . Toensure that this probability is atleast p , we must set t to at least ln(1-p
Lemma 5. For any t , F IND L INKAGEG ROUPS ( f ,
), andthis expression is O( π ln( M )) for constant p .
Proof: Byinspection,the probabilitythat j ∈Πfor any particular j is 1-(1-π -1 ) t . Because each position is independent, the probability that Π contains all M positions is (1-
M ≥ p , and solving this inequality for t yields:
where int he first step weh avemade the change of variable x = π -1 and in the second step we haveused l'Hôpital'srule.Thus-1/ln(1-π ) is O(ln(M )) [12] , from which the lemma follows.
Lemma 7.
Let f be an order-k additivelyseparable function withlinkage group partition Γ f . Then for any t , the probability that M ARK P OSITIONSB( f , t , Γ f ) returns a set 192M.J. Streeter containing all M p ositions ( i ) is at least ashigh as the p robabilitythat M ARK P OSITIONSA(2 k , t ) returns such a set and (ii) is equal to the probability that
Proof: ( ii) The code for M ARK P OSITIONSB i s identical to that for F IND L INKAGEG ROUPS except for the additional bookkeeping needed to maintain Π . So to prove (ii) it suffices to showjust before M ARK P OSITIONSB returns, Γ = Γ f iff. Π ={1, 2, ..., M }.To prove this it is sufficient to show that for all i' ( i ) The difference between M ARK P OSITIONSA and M ARK P OSITIONSB is in the actions they performwithin the inner loop that begins on line 2.1. When this inner loop is executed for some position i , each of the two algorithms will add i to Π with some probability. If i ∈Πalready, then executing Π := Π∪{ i } has no affect,so we mayconcern o urselves onlyw ith t he case i ∉Π . Whether or not i ∉Π , M ARK P OSITIONSA adds i t o Π with p robability exactly 2 -k . When i ∉Π , M ARK P OSITIONSB adds i to Π withaprobability that depends on Γ .Thus to prove part ( i ), it sufficesto showthat when i ∉Πthis probability is always atleast 2 
Theorem 1 follows immediately from lemmas 6 and 7.
Theorem 1. Let f be an order-k additively separablefunction with linkage grouppartition Γ f . The probability that
To find Γ f with probability p we must invoke
OptimizingAdditively Separable Functions
Our optimization algorithm usesT EST F ORL INK to discover the linkage grouppartition Γ in exactly the same mannerasF IND L INKAGEG ROUPS . Additionally, whenever a newlinkage group γ is discovered, the optimization algorithm performs a local search that guaranteesdiscovery of a string Ω that is optimal w.r.t. the linkage group γ . The result is that whenever the optimization algorithm discovers the linkage group partition Γ , it also discovers a globally optimumstring.
Figures 6 and 7 present the code for our algorithm. Lemma 8 and theorem2are presented without proof, and formally establish the connection between the subfunctions that makeup anadditively separable function and the function's linkage group partition. Full proofs are available online [11] .Lemma 9 shows that our optimization algorithm finds a globallyoptimum stringprovided that it discovers the linkage group partition, and theorem 3gives its time complexity. Procedure A SFO PTIMIZE ( f , t ): Lemma 8. Let γ be a linkage group of f , andlet s 1 and s 2 be two stringss uch that for all i ∈γ, s
Theorem 2. Any function whose largest linkage groupis of size k isorder-k additively separable. Specifically, let Γ f = { γ 1 , γ 2 , ..., γ m } be the linkagegroup partition for f , and
Let S 0 be a string consistinge ntirelyof zeroes. Then for all s , f ( s ) = f Σ ( s ), where:
, and
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We are now prepared to make the following definition.
Definition 6.
A string s is optimalw.r.t.a linkage group Ω , γ ) hasbeen executed Ω will remain optimalw.r.t. γ until the function returns. Thus the Ω returned by A SFO PTIMIZE will be optimal w.r.t.all linkage groups γ∈Γ f , so by corollary1 Ω will be globally optimal w.r.t. f . 
Experimental Results
Tom akethe performance claims concerning our algorithm more concrete, we now present a set of experiments using the A SFO PTIMIZE procedureon additively separable functions. Inparticular,we examine the performance of A SFO PTIMIZE onorder-5 foldedtrap functions [1] . UsingA SFO PTIMIZE we have solved up to 10,000 bit problems; results are presented here for 5 ≤ M ≤ 1,000.Performance data for BOA on this same problem for 30 ≤ M ≤ 180 waspresented by Pelikan [9] . 
Discussion
Although the algorithm presented int his paper satisfies the operational definition of competence [1] , it is notwhatone would consider to be a competent problem-solving algorithm. For anyproblemof practical interest,we expect that there is some degree of interaction between everypair ( i , j ) of positions( i.e., ∆ f i ( s [ j → 0]) ≠∆ f i ( s [ j → 1]) for some s and s'),so that by our definitions the linkage group partition willbe Γ ={{1, 2, ..., M }}. For problems with this linkage group partition,ouro ptimization procedure will attempt to search through all 2 M strings for one that is optimal w.r.t. the single linkage group in Γ ,and thus will degenerate into an exhaustive search.
Though the algorithm is clearly brittle as currently defined, we do not believe that this brittleness is inherent. As discussed by Munemoto [7] , the randomized linkage test employed by our algorithm can employ repeated sampling in order to handle an additively separable function corrupted by (external) additive noise. Handling noise in this manner is a first step toward handling the more systematic departures from a linear model that are characteristic of real optimization problems.
Conclusion
We have presented upper bounds on the time and space complexity of optimizing additively separable functions. We exhibited a simple algorithm that optimizes such functions and provided upper bounds on the number of function evaluations it requires to find a globally optimum string with a specified probability. The upper bounds provided in this paper are sharper than all those that have previously been reported. While acknowledging that the algorithm as described is not practical, we have suggested that the algorithm could be modified so as to overcome its existing limitations, and we are optimistic that the ideas presented here can be used to construct more powerful competent genetic algorithms.
